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Events CONTENTS Listed from left to right, top row first (A), then 2nd row (B).
1

(iA) Assembled presentation aid.
(iiB) Dismantled presentation aid.

7

(iA) Extracting a specimen for Neutron Activation Analysis.
(iB) Bottles of previously prepared ochre samples for analysis.

2

(iA) Preparing ochre paint and ﬂax brushes for their
limestone tile. (iiA) Painting a tile on the simulated ‘wall’.
(iiiA) Afternoon tea. (iB) Melting shark livers for the oil medium.
(iiB) Ochre samples sorted by location. (iiiB) Boiling the kettle.

8

(i-iiiB) + (iv-viB) Photographic record after one year of
weathering on the face of Rangimarie’s Wall including
Verso (lower right).

3

(iA) Flax brush preparation. (iiA) Stone tile stays while the ﬂax
paper copy is taken. (iB) Paint preparation. (ii+iiiB) Pigment
and oil experimentation. (iiiB) Tiles for experimentation, set
into the doorway as a practice ‘wall’ + Participants’ tiles in
upperset into the doorway. (ivB) Consent form trial.

9

(iB) Limestone blocks in stages of preparation for
presentation tiles.

10

(iA) Presentation event. (iiA) Marae at Wairewa.
(iB) Presentation tablet.

11

(iA) Rangimarie Te Maiharoa. (iB) Back of wall with a
description of what is on the front. (iiB) Front of the wall
with drawings. Enlarged photographs of the wall were
presented at the Waitaha AGM.

12

(iA) Presentation event. (iiA) Preparation of samples
at the Rūnaka oﬃce Puketeraki. (iB) Presentation tablet.

13

(iA) Presentation event / meeting.
(iiA) Marae at Moeraki. (iB) Presentation tablet.

4

(iA) ‘Wearing’ the workshop. (iiA) Karakia for the
workshop and materials. (iiiA) Preparation of kauri soot.
(ivA) Participant’s local kōkōwai. (iB) Backpack and
grinding stone. (iiB) Artist’s apron with contents.
(iiiB) Materials. (ivB) Painting palette.

5

(iA) Tiles being placed into the cross struts to make
the ‘wall’. (iB) Face of Rangimarie’s Wall. (iiB) Verso of
Rangimarie’s Wall. (iiiB) + (ivB) Oven to prepare charcoal
and bake ochre + Making charcoal. (vB) Grinding tools
for kōkōwai preparation.

6

(iA) Karakia prior to collecting maukoroa (ochre).
(iiA) Onsite test with water for earth pigment. (iB) Location
and colour record of samples. (iiB) Samples for analysis in
Australia prepared with record of weight and site.

(1) Waihao 09 ‘13

2013

(2) Te Aro 02‘14

2014

(3) Mt Bruce 05 ‘14

(4) Rāwene 09’ 14

(5) Rāwene 04 ‘15

2015

(6) Collection 04 ‘15

(7) AINSE, Lucas Heights, Sydney 03 ‘16

2016

(8) Rāwene

04 ‘16

(9) Waimate 04 ‘16

(10) Wairewa 04 ‘16

(11) Waitaha Waimate 04 ‘16

(12) Puketeraki 05 ‘16

(13) Moeraki 05 ‘16

2017

ENDNOTES
1

2

3

4

5

The rock drawings that are a catalyst for my
project are on Craigmore the property of the
Elworthy family. Lady Elworthy suggested
that I should write to Waitaha kaitiaki of the
drawings, Anne Te Maiharoa Dodds, and when
I visited her later at her house she blessed
my journey. In September 2013 I presented
my project to Te Rūnanga o Waihao to ask for
advice on tikanga and they recommended Anne
Te Maiharoa Dodds act as my advisor.
A simulated rock wall served to pursue
speculative ideas relating to the purpose of
rock art shelters for the people who made early
rock drawings and the communicative value
of motifs as an expression of ideas. Tī kōuka
stem was pounded and soaked in water for 24
hours and then added to the paint. Shark liver
oil was made on site. Charcoal was made from
mānuka and willow in a BBQ and used as a
black pigment.

Experimentation with communities using
bird and fish oils on limestone. The firebox was
used to bake ochre and make charcoal from
native timber.
Local ochre and whale oil was contributed
by a participant and the art making
accompanied discussion and skill sharing.
From these exchanges further discourse
developed. My aim for discourse was to identify
cultural perceptions amongst participants
living biculturally in Aotearoa. My question to
initiate this discussion was “does discussion of
differences in cultural views lead to perceptions
becoming more homogenised or to reinforcing
their differences?”.
The workshop was focused on building
a wall for the 435 tiles of which 352 tiles
have individual motifs and were made by
participants during workshops. Of those 83
have a solid round area in different shades of
red, brown, black, yellow and orange which are
the tiles that I had made at a previous residency
from 2014-2015. These were to experiment
with oils and pigments, which I document
annually. The wall has a wooden frame that was
intended to stand as an independent structure.
The frame is 125mm deep.

The supports are buried 700mm in concrete
underground. Horizontal wooden struts
10mm wide with runnels top and bottom have
limestone tiles slotted along their length.
The rows of tiles begin 125mm off the ground
and rise 1885mm. The wooden posts are not
truncated at the level of the final row but
continue upwards for a further 1490mm at
each end. The 15 rows hold 29 tiles each.
As the wall was being built kaumātua
Rangimarie Te Maiharoa ended his days on
this earth and the wall was named in his
memory as a personal support and Waitaha
elder. The outcome of this was that workshop
dialogue was a response to the cultural
relationship of participants to Aotearoa.
During the workshop it was possible to prepare
on site many of the materials I had brought to
the workshop. We used the Pizza oven to bake
ochre (to make a rich red colour) and to make
charcoal from local mānuka (tea tree) from a
fallen tree across the edge of the main road.

I bought low grade kauri gum from the Kauri
Museum, Matakohe. Previously, Dante Bonica
had shown me a simple oven made from a tin
with an opening cut into the base, designed
to collect soot on the underside of the silver
tray lid from the ignited gum and I copied his
method. We collected kōrari (Northland name
for Harakeke or New Zealand flax) on site for
use as paint brushes.
I brought with me pāua shells to use as
paint palettes and kutai (Northland name
for mussels) to scrape kōrari and expose the
muka (fibres) to make the paint brushes. I
carried hinu (oil) with me to act as a binder
for kōkōwai made from the livers of mangō
(shark) prepared by Flora Thirkettle and titi
oil (muttonbird) collected by Rangimarie Te
Maiharoa. Participants were invited to prepare
and experiment with the materials and draw
a motif of their design on the limestone,
following which they then threaded the tile
along the runnels of the struts across the
supports of Rangimarie’s Wall. The pine struts
were dipped in synthetic preservative and
then natural shark oil for weather protection.
Although I built the wall in part to measure
decay, I built it to last.

6

Local iwi are kaitiaki of kōkōwai and there is
tikanga associated with its collection and use.

7

Scientific analysis of ochre in collaboration
with American Geochemist Rachel PopelkaFilcoff. My part of our collaboration was to seek
permission and collect samples. In total 28
samples were collected from three sites, that
were identified by practicing artists and were also
traditionally known sources of kōkōwai. These
were analysed using neutron activation analysis
and principal component analysis to characterize
a geochemical ‘fingerprint’ and establish the
similarities and differences between the ochre
sources. The benefit of this is that given a large
enough database, it might help to match the
geological provenance between ochre
and artefacts.

8

Rangimarie’s Wall is exposed to the effects of
weathering and observations are made annually.
The findings following one year on:

Ochre pigment
The colour faded the least with shark oil although
where the pigments were particularly intense
after a year the difference was not marked
between the fish and bird oils.
Black pigment
Kauri gum soot remained unchanged after a year.
A local expert suggested that old swamp kauri
makes copious soot. Lignite followed by tawa
retained an intense black pigment and was more
intense than the charcoal made from kahikatea,
rimu, manuka and ake ake . Tī kōuka (cabbage
tree) stem pounded and soaked in water added
to pigments created a ghosting line around
the pigment, and was possibly caused by its
absorption into the stone. Yann-Pierre Montelle
has observed this on insitu rock drawings and
found traces of tī kōuka in paint from samples of
rock drawings. The proposition is that tī kōuka
might increase pigment adherence.
Oil underpainting
Test samples with a circle of oil and tī kōuka
charcoal applied on top of it and extending
beyond the edges, produced a weathered sample
of a definite irregular internal circle with a solid
and dense pigmentation but the outer edges had
rubbed off. An accidental test confirmed
this finding.

Vandals had spilt titi oil on unused tiles which
I placed on the wall on both upper and lower
levels. The upper levels remained colourless.
However, on the lower level the line of oil pour
was distinct and inside it was stained while
outside it was colourless. This level had been
exposed to dirt splash-back from the path. The
experiment gave some weight to my theory that
the ochre drawings found in shelters might have
been under-painted with oil to aid absorption and
adherence of the pigment.
9

The locally sourced limestone for the
presentation tablets was given to me for the
purpose by Anne Te Maiharoa Dodds. I had
explained to her that my intention was to present
the samples to Ngāi Tahu and she generously
offered me blocks that had previously been
donated to her. The presentation of the ochre
palettes was intended as a functional tool to
connect the resource with the scientific data and
to match a colour sample with its location.

10 At Wairewa marae I mediated the process of
information return of the analysis interpretation
made by geochemist Rachel Popelka-Filcoff. This
data and a colour sample to match the sites was
presented on a limestone palette.
11 I was invited to the Waitaha AGM to describe
Rangimarie’s Wall. I took with me two 30/42
cm photographs of both sides of the wall and
explained to the group the visible results from
the effects of one year of weathering on the
pigments. Either side of his photo is the front and
verso view of the wall at NorthTec, Rāwene.
12 Te Rūnaka o Puketeraki meeting was held to
discuss intellectual property rights of ochre
information and to explain the findings from
Rachel Popelka-Filcoff’s scientific analysis which
was presented with the ochre samples from
their takiwā.
13 The Moeraki marae Executive Committee
meeting was the occasion that I returned the
information from ochre analysis. Moeraki had
been the first of the Rūnanga to give permission
for me to collect ochre from their takiwā.

